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  STEPPING STONES 

   Exploring Financial Pathways  
 

 

Client Adventure: The Ogdens’ Five-Month Epic Adventure 

 
Early in the year of 2014, during one of our camping adventures in our newly acquired 
Roadtrek 190, a versatile camping van, we dreamed up another coast-to-coast trip across 
the United States. We had done it in the 1990s – several 
times, for only six or seven weeks at a time.  We longed to 
relax into our travels with more opportunities to see 
people, places, and nature.  Immediately the bold idea 
came to us that we would stay on the road for five months. 
 
We had just made friends with all the technology to replace 
maps, camping guidebooks, tour books, highway alerts and 
weather alerts on radios, pay phones, and cash.  The 
amazing apps on our iPhones and iPad told us everything – 
and connected us with friends and the outer world. We could stuff more clothes into the 
space we gained. We had the best security alarm system built in our van, our service dog. 
Bree, a British Black Lab, was a great companion. 
 

(Continued on Page Ten) 

 

 
2014 Review: Economy & Markets 
 

Despite a bumpy ride throughout 2014, the US economy 
gained pace while the US equity and fixed income markets 
outperformed most markets around the world. This 
performance came with higher market volatility in the US, a 
rallying dollar, slowing economies in Europe and Asia, and 
rising geopolitical tensions, including conflicts in Ukraine and 
the Middle East.  
 
The Dow Jones Industrial Average rose for the sixth straight 
year, posting a 7.52% gain (price-only return). The S&P 500 
Index rose 13.69% (including reinvested dividends), marking 
the third straight year in which the benchmark has returned 
more than 10%.  

(Continued on Page Three) 
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Baby News: It’s a Boy! 
 
We are proud to announce the birth of David's grandson, 

Ezra Booth Straley, born to Leah and Brenda Straley. He 

was born on October 19, 2014; he weighed in at 7 lbs 3 

oz. Congratulations to the family on the birth of their 

baby boy! 

 

 

Baby News: Twins! 

We are proud to announce the birth of Madelyn Richelle 

and Jack Dwayne, born to Michelle and Ryan Carter. They 

were born on October 27th, 2014. Madelyn weighed in at 5 

lbs 8 oz and was 19 inches long. Jack weighed in at 5 lbs 12 

oz and was 18 inches long.  They and their proud parents 

and big sisters are doing well. Congratulations to them on 

the birth of their twins!  

 

Around the Office: 2014 Food Drive 

 

We have concluded our inaugural Pathways Food Drive and 
would like to share the final results: 
 
With your help, we were able to fill the two 55-gallon 
drums located in our lobby area. We also received the 
equivalent of 9045 additional meals in financial donations. 
 
After November 20th, the Community Food Bank picked up 
the two drums and any final donations. Your generosity 
helped us make a substantial contribution to the 220,000 
residents they serve each month, including 90,000 children. 
 
We are excited about making a difference and helping the 
community. Thank you so much for helping us make the 
2014 Pathways Food Drive a success! 
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2014 Review: Economy & Markets 
(Continued from Page One) 

The Dow closed at a record high on 38 calendar days, while the S&P 500 had 53 record 
closes. The non-US markets followed a much different track:  All major indices logged 
negative performance for the year (in USD). The MSCI EAFE Index had a -4.90% return and 
the MSCI Emerging Markets Index a -2.19% return (net dividends, in USD). The dollar’s 
strong performance relative to major regional currencies contributed significantly to the 
lower returns for US investors. 
 
Government bond yields fell across major markets, including the US, where many expected 
higher rates in response to improving economic growth and an eventual rate increase due 
to the end of quantitative easing by the Federal Reserve. The yield on the 10-year Treasury 
note declined to 2.17% by year-end, down from 3.03% in 2013, with lower prices boosting 
its return to over 4.0% for the year. The Barclays US Government Bond Index returned 
4.92%. World government bonds had slightly positive returns: The Citigroup World 
Government Bond 1–5 Year Index (hedged) returned 1.90%. 
 

 
 

The chart above highlights some of the year’s prominent headlines in the context of broad 
US market performance, measured by the Russell 3000 Index. These headlines are not 
offered to explain market returns. Instead, they serve as a reminder that investors should 
view daily events from a long-term perspective and avoid making investment decisions 
based solely on the news.  

 

(Continued on Page Four) 
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2014 Review: Economy & Markets 
(Continued from Page Three) 

The chart below offers a snapshot of non-US stock market performance (developed and 
emerging markets), measured by the MSCI All Country World ex USA Index. Again, the 
headlines should not be viewed as determinants of the market’s direction but only as 
examples of events that may have tested investor discipline during the year. 
 

 
 

Economic Backdrop 

Accelerating US Recovery 
The economy showed signs of weakening in early 2014, with Q1 GDP growth reported at an 
annualized -2.9%. In Q2, GDP rebounded strongly at a 4.6% annual growth rate (seasonally 
adjusted)—the highest since 2003. Growth in Q3 was even stronger at 5%, capping its best 
six-month stretch since 2003 and reaching the highest annualized growth rate in 11 years. If 
the Fed’s Q4 estimates hold, 2014 GDP growth will have been in the 2.4% range. 
 
A host of indicators pointed to improving conditions during the year, including: 
 

 Employment—The US economy added 2.7 million jobs through November, the best 

employment growth in 15 years. Claims for jobless benefits ran lower than at any 

point since 2000. By year-end, the US had recovered all jobs lost to the past 

recession, and joblessness was at a six-year low. 
(Continued on Page Five) 
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2014 Review: Economy & Markets 
 

(Continued from Page Four) 

Despite the lowest labor force participation 

rate since the 1970s, the economy entered 

2015 with record employment. 

 

 Manufacturing—Economic activity in the 

manufacturing sector improved throughout 

most of 2014. The Institute for Supply 

Management (ISM) reported its purchasing 

managers index (PMI) at 59.0 in October, 

58.7 in November, and 55.5 in December. (A 

reading above 50% indicates general 

expansion.) For the year, the PMI averaged 

55.8, the best reading since the first full year 

after the recession in 2007–09. 

 

 Consumer spending—An improving labor 
market and lower energy prices translated 
into higher income and purchases among 
American workers. Real personal 
consumption expenditures increased at a 
seasonally adjusted 3.2% rate in Q3, 
compared to 2.5% in Q2. US equity market 
gains over the past three years have added 
$7 trillion to household wealth, which many 
believe has helped fuel spending.  
 

 Company earnings—The Department of 
Commerce reported a 2.8% rise in US 
corporate profits in Q2, followed by a 5.1% 
increase in Q3, marking 12 straight quarters 
of year-over-year growth. According to GDP 
data, Q2 after-tax profits hit a record high. 
However, after adjustments for depreciation 
and inventory changes, profit margins—
particularly among smaller companies—
appeared to be declining due to rising labor 
costs and capital expenditures. 
 

   (Continued on Page Six) 
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2014 Review: Economy & Markets 
 

(Continued from Page Five) 

Declining Oil Prices 
Oil prices fell by almost half during 2014, a victim 
of excess supply due to rising production—
particularly in the US, where production soared to 
its highest level since 1986—and to weakening 
demand from the economic slowdown in Europe 
and Asia. In the US, prices dropped from $107 per 
barrel in June to just over $53 at year-end. For the 
year, Brent crude was down 48% and West Texas 
Intermediate crude down 46%. The price decline 
most affected the economies and currencies of oil-
exporting countries, especially Russia. 
 

Soaring Dollar 
In 2014, the US dollar rose against every developed 
markets currency. Overall, it gained 12.5% against 
a basket of widely traded currencies, measured by 
the Wall Street Journal dollar index. This was the 
dollar’s best gain since 2005 and second-best on 
record. The rise was attributed to stronger US 
economic data, falling global oil prices, 
expectations of higher interest rates, and 
weakened currencies resulting from monetary 
easing by the Japanese and European central 
banks. 
 

Weak Inflation 
Despite rising to an 18-month high in May and June 
(2.1% each), average US inflation remained low 
throughout 2014. In November, year-over-year 
inflation fell to 1.3%. Since rising inflation is 
normally viewed as a sign of an economic uptick, 
some believe that weak inflation influenced the 
Fed’s decision to not raise interest rates. Across 
the world’s largest economies, inflation eased for the sixth straight month in November, 
with the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) reporting average 
annual inflation for its 34 members at 1.5%. 
 
 

(Continued on Page Seven) 
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2014 Review: Economy & Markets 
(Continued from Page Six) 

2014 Investment Overview  
 
Market Summary 
The US equity markets—and particularly the large cap segment of the market—logged a 
strong year. The S&P 500 Index returned 13.69%; the NASDAQ Composite Index gained 
13.40%; and the Russell 2000, a popular benchmark for small company US stocks, returned 
4.89%. US market volatility, measured by the Chicago Board Options Exchange Market 
Volatility Index (VIX), increased to its highest level in two years, with most activity 
occurring in Q3. Average volatility for the year, however, was the lowest since 2006. 
 
Non-US developed stock markets experienced negative performance across almost all major 
indices (references in USD). The MSCI World ex USA Index, a benchmark for large cap stocks 
in developed markets outside the US, returned -4.32%. The small cap and value versions of 
the MSCI EAFE index returned -4.95% and -5.39%, respectively. Emerging markets proved no 
exception, with the MSCI Emerging Markets Index returning -2.19% and the value subindex 
returning -4.08%. The small cap subindex returned 1.01%. 
 

Among the equity markets tracked by MSCI, more than half of the countries in the non-US 
developed markets index had negative total returns and the range of returns was broad. 
The top three return countries were Israel (22.77%), New Zealand (7.34%), and Denmark 
(6.18%). Countries with the lowest returns were Portugal (-38.24%), Austria  
(-29.77%), and Norway (-22.04%). 
 
In emerging markets, 13 of 23 countries tracked by MSCI logged negative total returns and 
the dispersion of returns was broader. Egypt (29.33%), Indonesia (26.59%), and the 
Philippines (25.59%) were the top-performing countries in the index. The lowest returns in 
the index came from Russia (-46.27%), Greece (-39.96%), and Hungary (-27.44%). 
 
Returns of major fixed income indices were positive due to falling yields and rising prices. 
One-year US Treasury notes returned 0.18%, US government bonds 4.92%, world government 
bonds (1–5 years USD hedged) 1.90%, and US TIPS 3.64%.  
 
Real estate securities had a banner year: The Dow Jones US Select REIT Index returned 
32.00%, and the S&P Global ex US REIT Index returned 10.94%. Commodities were negative 
for the fourth year in a row, with the Bloomberg Commodity Total Return Index returning -
17.01%. Brent crude oil and gasoline futures were the worst performers in the index, 
posting -48.3% and -48.5% returns, respectively. Natural gas fell 31.7%. Gold was down for 
the second year in a row, falling 1.5%; silver prices were down 19.5%. Coffee was the top-
performing commodity in the index at 50.5%. 

 
(Continued on Page Eight) 
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2014 Review: Economy & Markets 
(Continued from Page Seven) 

 
Diverging Returns 
While US equity returns were high relative to those of other regional markets, returns 
within various US market segments diverged. Based on the respective Russell 1000 and 2000 
indices, US large cap stocks significantly outperformed small cap stocks, and within the 
relative price dimension, large value slightly outperformed large growth. Among small cap 
stocks, growth outperformed value. 
 
In the non-US developed markets (based on the MSCI indices in USD), all segments had 
negative performance. Negative returns among large and small caps stocks were similar, 
while large growth slightly outperformed large value. In the emerging markets, small cap, 
which had a slightly positive return, outperformed large cap, and growth outperformed 
value, although both returns were negative. 
 
The mixed results of the size and relative price dimensions in 2014 were not unusual from a 
historical standpoint. Although small cap and value stocks have offered higher expected 
returns relative to their large cap and growth counterparts, these return premiums do not 
appear each year. For example, since 1979, US small caps have outperformed large caps in 
19 of the 36 calendar years—or 52% of the time. Results are similar for the relative price 
dimension: Since 1979, value has outperformed growth in 20 calendar years—or 55% of the 
time. Small cap value has outperformed large cap growth in 58% of the calendar years.   
 

History also has produced multiyear periods in which small caps and value did not 
outperform large caps and growth. Noteworthy periods include 1984 to 1987 and 1994 to 
1998, when small caps underperformed large caps, often by a wide margin each year. Since 
1979, the value premium has also experienced extended periods of underperformance—and, 
in some cases, the differential exceeded 15% margin. The same is true of small value vs. 
large growth stocks. In the three-year period from 2009 to 2011, both value and small caps 
underperformed. Yet, despite even extended negative-premium periods, small caps and 
value have outperformed over time, and when the premiums reversed, they often did so 
strongly and in multiple years. 
 
Currency Impact 
The strength of the US dollar had a negative impact on returns for US investors with 
holdings in unhedged non-US assets. (As a general principal, investors gain when their home 
currency falls relative to the local currency of the foreign asset they own, but lose when a 
rise in their home currency reduces the value of the foreign investment in the local 
currency.)  
 

(Continued on Page Nine) 
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2014 Review: Economy & Markets 

(Continued from Page Eight) 

For example, in 2014, the dollar’s rise relative to the euro hurt the returns of US investors 
in European markets. The MSCI Europe Index (net dividends) returned 6.84% in euros but -
6.18% in US dollars. This was the case in regions where the dollar outperformed local 
currencies. Other examples: The MSCI UK Index returned 0.50% in pounds but -5.39% in USD. 
The MSCI Japan Index returned 9.83% in yen and -3.72% in USD. 
 

 

Russell data © Russell Investment Group 1995–2015, all rights reserved. Dow Jones data provided by Dow Jones Indexes. MSCI data 

© MSCI 2015, all rights reserved. S&P data provided by Standard & Poor’s Index Services Group. The BofA Merrill Lynch Indices 

are used with permission; © 2015 Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc.; all rights reserved. Citigroup bond indices © 2015 by 

Citigroup. Barclays data provided by Barclays Bank PLC. Indices are not available for direct investment; their performance does not 

reflect the expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio. 

 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. This information is provided for educational purposes only and should not be 

considered investment advice or a solicitation to buy or sell securities. 

 

Investing risks include loss of principal and fluctuating value. Small cap securities are subject to greater volatility than those in other 

asset categories. International investing involves special risks such as currency fluctuation and political instability. Investing in 

emerging markets may accentuate these risks. Sector-specific investments can also increase these risks.  

 

Fixed income securities are subject to increased loss of principal during periods of rising interest rates. Fixed-income investments are 

subject to various other risks, including changes in credit quality, liquidity, prepayments, and other factors. REIT risks include 

changes in real estate values and property taxes, interest rates, cash flow of underlying real estate assets, supply and demand, and the 

management skill and creditworthiness of the issuer. 

 

Dimensional Fund Advisors LP is an investment advisor registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
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Important Notice Regarding Schwab 1099s 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE:  Tax time is upon us.  As described in a notice last February, in addition to 
traditional dividend and interest reporting, all cost basis and (potentially) deductible management 
fee information will be reported on your Schwab 1099 for 2013.  Keep in mind we no longer provide 
our “tax packets”.  We have been informed that all Schwab 1099s will be mailed by February 15, 
2014.  As always, corrected 1099s can occur, if the information reported requires an adjustment.  

Hopefully, these corrected 1099s will be limited. 
 

Please share this information with your accountant and feel free to call with questions. 
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Client Adventure: The Ogdens’ Five-Month Epic Adventure 
 

(Continued from Page One) 

Travelling on lonely highways and along plateaus of Nevada 
and Idaho brought out in us serenity and greater appreciation 
of the high desert. Our first extended visit with Idaho friends 
was at their working 400-acre grass-fed cattle ranch in the 
middle of nowhere. It was a unique family business with three 
young boys at the ages of 17, 9, and 4 assuming many farm 
tasks. The boys were allowed only two hours of television 
and/or internet access every day.   
  
We trekked on to Montana, to Flathead Lake, the largest natural freshwater lake west of 
the Mississippi in the contiguous United States -- for a full week with Paul’s childhood 

friend from their private residential school days. The next 
major adventure was three weeks on the Olympic Peninsula, 
especially Sequim, where we participated in their annual 
Lavender Festival. Thereafter, we explored many places in 
Washington State, Idaho, and Montana on the way to Sturgis, 
South Dakota, in time to watch the preview to their huge 
annual motorcycle rally. Mount Rushmore, the Badlands, and 
the Black Hills made us crane, crane, crane our necks 
upward.   

 
Wandering among the Amish communities in northern central Indiana inspired Anne for her 
future quilting projects. Niagara Falls drenched us. Yes, we were in “the Maid of the Mist” 
wrapped in slickers. Old Lowell, Massachusetts -- part of the National Park system – 
preserves the birth of the Industrial Revolution in the US. Dwight Eisenhower’s library in 
Kansas includes his birthplace and the family farm. The most startling thing I learned there 
was that his parents were Mennonites with strong convictions about pacifism. Imagine the 
uproar when Dwight went to West Point. 
 
Among many cherished experiences was our time in the Adirondacks.  We swam in Lake 
George during our family’s annual reunion in Silver Bay. And enjoyed horses at our cousin’s 
horse farm in the Hudson Valley. 

 
Leaving our Roadtrek at the horse farm for two weeks, we took out a rental car for our 
crazy drive into the most congested of regions, New York City. Every time we enter New 
York City, we are charged. Our NYC highlights this year – all with family and friends –
included the new 9/11 memorial museum, and the High Line, a 2 mile--long park built on 
old railroad tracks, an elevated section of a disused New York Central Railroad spur called 
the West Side Line. This aerial greenway and rails-to-trails park is a brilliant solution to the 
urban decay areas.  

(Continued on Page Eleven) 
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Client Adventure: The Ogdens’ Five-Month Epic Adventure 
 

(Continued from Page Ten) 

One of the jewels of New England is Norman 
Rockwell’s Museum in Stockbridge, 
Massachusetts. His Triple Self-Portrait even 
inspired Paul to come up with a triple selfie (see 
the photograph) – magic with mirrors. 
 

 
One item we put permanently on Paul’s Bucket List.  Paul got to fly 
Anne’s cousin’s airplane, a 1947 Navion, along the shores of Long 
Island in perfect weather coached, of course, by the cousin. He 
hopes to return next year for another flying lesson from the cousin, a 
truly first class airplane mechanic and private pilot. 
 
Anne’s most memorable adventure was camping a full week at 

Acadia National Park tucked in on the coast of Maine.  This national park offers unique 
views of the Atlantic and wild Maine. We planned to get up early and go to the top of 
Cadillac Mountain in time to be the first persons in the United States to greet the morning 
sun for the day of August 28th.  We overslept – you might have guessed that. Alas, the credit 
went to someone else for that day. 
 
You know, sometimes you can drive long stretches without ever seeing another vehicle: like 
the 450-mile Natchez Trace Parkway, the 105-mile Shenandoah National Park’s skyline 
parkway, and many twisting mountain roads in West Virginia. 
 
With our Roadtrek we can always find the right clothing, cook 
and eat anywhere we please, and, best of all, we can sleep in 
our own bed. We always have the best view of the sunrises and 
sunsets and many opportunities to appreciate Nature and also 
our rich American history. 
 
Gotta love Road Trips! 
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